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Abstract—Givens Rotation is a key computation-intensive
block in embedded wireless applications. In order to achieve
an efficient mapping which smoothly scales to the underlying
architecture, we propose two new Column-based Givens Rotation
algorithms, derived from traditional Fast Givens and Square-
root and Division Free Givens algorithms. These algorithms
allow annihilation of multiple elements in a column of the input
matrix simultaneously, without a dependency bottle-neck allowing
increased parallelism, resource sharing and scalability. The ease
of mapping and scalability has been tested on a layered coarse-
grained reconfigurable architecture reaching close to optimal
results for highly parallel architectures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the dawn of multi- and many-core architectures, it has
become increasingly difficult to extract application parallelism
to efficiently use available computational resources. Especially
for architectures that contain many processing elements such
as coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures (CGRAs) [1] [2]
[3], efficient mapping of the application, dependency and data
transfer bottle-necks pose a huge challenge for researchers.
Solving this problem must start as early as the algorithm
design stage if optimal algorithm-architecture symbiosis is to
be achieved.

Computationally complex applications with data dependen-
cies and specific architectural requirements such as higher
order linear algebra kernels suffer from mapping penalties
leading to inefficient resource use and slow execution on highly
parallel architectures. Such an example is classical Givens
Rotation (GR) [4], an algorithm that zeroes out one element in
an input matrix by applying a rotation locally i.e. multiplying
with a constructed Givens matrix of size 2 × 2, such that the
chosen element – part of a local 2 × 2 sub-matrix – becomes
zero, then updating the rest of the matrix to compensate for this
multiplication and conserve the information of the annihilated
element.

The construction of this Givens matrix involves square-
root and division operations, which are costly to implement in
hardware. Algorithmic variants of GR which selectively avoid
using square root operations or both square root and division
operations are discussed in [4] for square-root free (SFG)
and [5] for square-root and division free (SDFG), trading off
architectural complexity for a slightly increased computational
complexity of lighter operations using more additions, subtrac-
tions and multiplications. Although this simplifies hardware
implementation, it still does not allow a parallel implementa-
tion, because a new Givens matrix generation for zeroing out a
new element requires completion of the updates of the matrix
elements of the affected rows.

In this paper we explore how an algorithmic redesign of
SFG and SDFG algorithms can enable parallelism, resource

sharing and scalability. The two proposed column-wise al-
gorithms CSFG and CSDFG allow zeroing out of several
elements of a column simultaneously, as discussed in the
following.

II. DERIVATION OF CSFG AND CSDFG

In either case (SFG or SDFG), it takes
n(n−1)

2 sequences
to upper triangularize the matrix of size n × n, as shown in
the upper part of Fig. 1.

The Givens matrix (for SFG and SDFG) G is defined by:

Gi,j = diag(Ii−2, G̃i,j , Im−i) (1)

A repeated application of the Givens matrix for each sub-
diagonal element yields:

(Gn,1Gn−1,1.....G2,1)(Gn,1Gn−1,1.....G2,1)
T = In×n (2)

Each step creates an execution dependency on the (partial)
updates for the affected rows which limits parallelism and
scalability.

Fig. 1. Annihilation Regime in Classical and Column-wise Algorithms

The main idea for the proposed CSF and CSDF algorithms
is to merge the effect of several subsequent Givens matrix
applications, such that several elements can be zeroed out at
once, affecting several rows. Thus, Eq. 2 can be extended for



Fig. 2. Mapping CSDFG and CSFG: algorithm execution over input data
(top left), kernel mapping (bottom) and mapping efficiency for increasing
processing element array sizes (top right).

multiple columns of the matrix to annihilate
n(n−1)

2 elements
simultaneously. If we define Q1 = Gn,1Gn−1,1....G2,1, Q2 =
Gn,2Gn−1,2....G3,2 and Qn−1 = Gn,n−1 then

Q1Q2....Qn−1X = QX =
[

R
0

]

(3)

where R is an upper triangular matrix of size n × n. This
creates a large set of highly parallel operations for calculating
the large Givens matrix and also yields a significantly larger
parallel update field encompassing several rows. The number
of dependent steps is reduced, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1,
allowing flexible mapping of the computations to available
resources. For classical GR, this has been shown to be efficient
in [6].

For an n × n input matrix, the complexity of the column-
wise version in terms of additions and multiplications is as
follows, including divisions for CSFG.

MCSF G =
2n

3 + 3n
2 + n

3
; ACSF G =

4n
3
− 3n

2
− n

6

DCSF G =
n(n − 1)

2

MCSDF G =
2n

3 + n

3
; ACSDF G =

2n
3 + 3n

3

6

where MCSFG, ACSFG and DCSFG represent multiplica-
tions, additions and divisions in CSFG while MCSDFG and
ACSDFG represent multiplications and additions in CSDFG,
which has lesser multiplications than the non-column version
in [5], while of CSFG the complexity does not change.

III. MAPPING THE ALGORITHMS

Mapping and scalability performance has been tested on
a scalable variant of the Layers architecture [2] with N × N
processing elements (PEs). This choice was based on the fact
that its description in a high abstraction level design and
test environment allows quick mapping exploration, but also
for the ability of this architecture to alleviate the memory
access bandwidth problems inherent to CGRAs, which in turn
allows maximizing execution parallelism. For similar CGRAs,
the same mapping can be adopted easily, needing only small
modifications to respect target specifications.

The derivation of the mapping took into consideration sev-
eral architectural and algorithmic parameters, such as available
bandwidth per cycle, architectural computation:memory speed
ratio, processing element array size, dependency, common data

and progress through the data. Layers allows smooth scaling
for exploring the optimal point for a given application, trading
off mapping optimality and parallelism for resources.

Carefully analyzing CSDFG and CSFG, we could identify
terms with special properties: “p”, “common”, “rest” and “s”-
terms (Fig. 2 top left). For each zeroed element, its row must
be updated with effect of current previous zeroed elements, ac-
cumulated in the “p” and “s” terms, which required addition of
squared terms for “p” and accumulation of one multiplication
for “s”. During the calculation of partial “p” and “s” terms,
data is broadcast on the row, which represents the “common”,
and is consumed together with the local term for each column,
representing the “rests”.

Fig. 2 shows how the algorithm progresses through the
input matrix and the mapping of the kernels of each algorithm
and their respective efficiency. We used modulo-scheduling
concepts to unroll the bottom→top kernel progress over one
column to extract the common data points and pipelined the
computation such that all PEs are busy, independently. Each
PE is responsible for one column vector, allowing scalability
with the window size N2 − 1, reserving one PE to execute
computation for “p” and division in case of CSFG. In the
kernel for both algorithms, the “common” and “rests” terms are
used twice, once for “s” calculation and once for the updates,
in subsequent rows, which enhances data locality and sharing.
This saves on one hand memory load bandwidth, but also the
memory read latency on the other hand.

The scheduling was optimized for the available processing
elements in 5 macro-cycles for CSDFG and 4 macro-cycles for
CSFG, taking the array size as a parameter achieving > 99%
mapping efficiency for array sizes N > 5, and > 90% for
N = 2..4, excepting the 2×2 CSDFG for which only 85%
could be achieved, as shown in Fig. 2. Optimal usage could
not be achieved without breaking regularity and scalability,
but efficiency increases with larger array sizes. The first PE
recalculates the “p” terms for each update window shift, since
storing input matrix column size number of “p” terms would
be infeasible for large matrix sizes. Limitations of processing
elements can also be easily incorporated, such as the divider
latency of 4 cycles in case of CSFG, by pipelining with the
calculation of “p” terms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

With the proposed column wise versions of two GR algo-
rithms which allow scalable parallelism, data reuse and local-
ity, we could show an efficient use of architectural features.
Efficient mapping can lead to significant saving in execution
speed and energy. This can be applied in a similar way to
other CGRA architectures, GPGPUs and multi-core CPUs
since for large matrix sizes sufficient algorithmic parallelism
is available.
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